Green Class English
13.7.20-17.7.20

This weeks’ English tasks are
focused around the theme of
summer. Please read the
instructions on each slide carefully
as this is your work for the whole
week. Aside from slide 2 which
must be completed today
(13.7.20) all of the other tasks
can be completed in any order.
Enjoy!

Complete on 13.7.20
then pick one other
slide of your choice to
complete today.

What does the word
‘summer’ make you think
of? Include as many ideas
as you can as this will help
you later on too! (feel free
to add more lines!)

Plan and then write a short adventure story set in summer.
Opening- introduce the problem/ task to fulfil
Exploration- how the characters initially try to solve the problem
Conflict- e.g. fight between hero and villain
Resolution- what compromise is made or how is the villain
defeated?
Ending
Don’t forget:
Setting
Characters

Spend 2
days on
this task

Write to describe
1) Draw a picture of what summer
means to you.

Spend 1
day on
this task

2) Select one part of your picture which you
like the best. Plan a description (imagine you
are painting this picture in the reader’s mind)
Remember to include as much detail as you
can using the 5Ws and your senses.
Challenge- can you include each of the following: personification
e.g. the sand smiled as the girl ran across it, metaphor e.g. The sky
was a bright blue blanket, with no clouds in sight and a simile e.g.
the sea roared like a lion as the boat passed across its shores
3) Write one paragraph describing this part
of your picture in as much detail as you can.

Spend 2
days on
this task

Imagine you attend Margaret Roper’s Summer Fete but something
unexpected happens…(this should be something good e.g. a surprise). You
are a reporter who is on the scene (at the fete), minutes after this
unexpected event takes place.
Plan (using slide 6 to help you) and then write an article for the front page of
a newspaper where you document what happened.

Please see attached a
newspaper report
template

Plan

Headline

Who is the report about?

What is the report about?

When did the event happen?

Where did the event happen?

Why did the event happen?
Eye witness reports (what did they see, hear, think etc.?)

Using all of the ideas you have already thought of, write a poem about
summer. This can be in a style of your choice. Look at the ideas below to
help make your mind up.

Spend 1
day on this
task

an acrostic poem using a word of your
choice e.g. beach, volleyball, ice cream etc.
This poem DOES NOT have to rhyme.
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a shape poem. Watch the following clips
to help you:
(start at 1minute)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LESh
3x2YTZw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgV7
38hpu_M (beginning up to 1m 16 secs)

A rhyming poem (ABAB)
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4mmn39/articles/z83
g2nb

